Innovation/Impact: We propose a dynamic keyhole method for MR image reconstruction using respiratory external/internal surrogate motion for real-time tumor monitoring in image guided radiotherapy (IGRT). Using dynamic keyhole method with 47 datasets eliminates the known artifacts while retaining high image quality for shorter acquisition times.
Introduction: A number of methods using temporal and spatial constraints have been employed for reconstruction of undersampled dynamic MR images. The keyhole method for accelerating image acquisition has been widely used to reduce temporal data and acquisition times [1] . However, keyhole has a significant problem with image quality due to data sharing [2] . Image artifacts due to respiratory motion are generally also problematic in IGRT [3] . We propose a dynamic keyhole method based on respiratory motion to utilize the advantages of the keyhole method while eliminating respiratory image artifacts.
Method and Materials:
Reconstruction methods were simulated using 46 datasets of 13 healthy human subjects acquired with/without AV biofeedback. A 3T GE MRI (GE Healthcare) and Real-time Position Management (RPM, Varian, Palo Alto) system for acquiring coronal MR images and monitoring respiratory motion with 256 phase encoding lines. The major difference of the proposed dynamic keyhole method is that it independently acquires up and down trained k-space (2D Fourier transform space) reference data correlated with respiratory signal to determine the more proximal position of the reference frames with respect to the temporal frames. The k-space data is then overlaid on the temporal frame for the full dataset. The dynamic keyhole and conventional algorithms were implemented in Matlab and the 46 datasets were simulated. The difference between the original images and reconstructed images were used to determine the maximum of replaceable phase encoding lines. Moreover, 1 dataset including lung tumor has been simulated to validate dynamic keyhole performance in improving both artifact-reduction and resolution.
Results and Discussion:
The respiratory motion based dynamic keyhole method demonstrated considerable improvement in image quality compared with the zerofilling and conventional keyhole methods. Dynamic keyhole method had an overlaid average of 79.7% (204 lines) of 256 lines from 46 datasets compared to 63.9% in zero-filling and 74.3% in conventional keyhole, while providing high image quality. Moreover, the method using internal Respiratory-related external/internal motion based MR image reconstruction using dynamic keyhole for real-time tumor monitoring diaphragm motion had an overlaid average of 84.5% (216 lines) of 256 lines from 46 datasets compared to 67.1% and 77.8% for zero-filling and keyhole methods, respectively. Furthermore, image blurring artifacts and inferior image quality did not occur in the reconstructed images, when using the dynamic keyhole method compared with the zerofilling and conventional keyhole methods. Figure 3 and 4 show the reconstructed images from a healthy volunteer and a lung cancer patient respectively (tumor outlined in red).
Conclusion:
Dynamic keyhole method using respiratory external/internal surrogate motion has been demonstrated for MR image reconstruction without image artifacts or with superior image quality. As a result of this, the method is applicable to MRI targeting the lungs for real-time tumor motion monitoring in addition to other organs affected by respiratory motion such as the liver and kidneys.
